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Who We Are
Our current, worldwide population is undoubtedly the smartest generation in the
history of mankind. We have access to so much information that it makes our head
spin. At the click of a button, we can find out how to fix an oven, when the telephone
was invented or the capital of Turkey.
Despite this, we, as a generation, are so confused when it comes to managing our
money.
That’s because we are so overwhelmed by all of the information out there. We know
we should do something, we just don’t know what that “something” is. We are
looking for someone to cut through all of the noise and walk us through step by
step what we should be doing, especially in the area of personal finance.
That is where Master Your Money Now comes in.
We are an experienced and professional team who can take you by the hand and
help you make sense of money. Our expertise includes helping people to increase
their income, buy their first home and build their superannuation. We help people
look after their loved ones. We don’t take the lazy option and help the rich get even
richer. We don’t charge exorbitant fees that only the top 1% can afford. We’re not
a bank or a super fund. We’re not an insurance company.
Master Your Money Now has one simple goal: helping everyday people such as teachers,
nurses, electricians and small business owners to take control of their finances. We
provide a high-quality service that is personalised to your situation, and we do it
from the comfort of your own home.

We want to help YOU to Master Your Money Now!
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Why You Should Work With Us:





Master Your Money Now holds an Australian Financial Services
License (236523)
Master Your Money Now is licensed through the national dealer group
Infocus, a non-bank owned financial advice provider founded in 1994.
All advisers are at minimum degree qualified or have achieved mastery in
the financial field and offer you specialised qualifications
Fees are transparent (listed on pages 10 and 11)

What We Can Help You With:

















Superannuation
Personal insurance (life, total permanent disability, income protection, trauma)
Mortgages
Debt management
Cash flow management (budgeting)
Wealth accumulation
Saving and investment
Borrowing to invest
Investing for children’s future
Pre-retirement planning
Self managed superannuation funds
Redundancy
Post-retirement planning
Income streams
Accessing government benefits
Retirement living
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Our Process
At Master Your Money Now, we are passionate about giving you freedom and choice
when it comes to your finances and your life. Take a look at our simple
five-step advice process to see how we work with you.
Step 1: Initial No-Obligation Meeting
It is important that we get to know each other before we sign any documents or prepare
any paperwork for you. Therefore, we spend 30 minutes at no obligation to get an
understanding of who you are as a person and what is important to you. You can use
this time to gather a better understanding of who we are, and what we offer and we
will answer any questions you may have (don’t worry, everyone has a lot of questions!)
During this meeting, we will decide whether it is beneficial for you to work with us or
not. We will get an understanding of what package is best for you, and you will be
able to understand the investment involved and what you could receive from it.
We aim to develop a lifelong relationship with you. It all starts with taking the time to
get to know you. In your initial meeting, transparency and honesty are the keys to
setting the foundation of a successful relationship. Because we genuinely have your
best interests at heart, we will ask about your goals and your current financial status to
enable us to tailor advice for you—no matter where you are on your financial journey.
We also understand how busy life can be, so our Master Your Money Now financial
planners are happy to arrange a video conference via Zoom. Most of our clients favour
this option since they can meet with us from the comfort of their own home or office.
Step 2: Discovery Meeting
The Discovery Meeting is held to dig further into the details of who you are and what is
important to you. We know that your finances only have meaning if they are attached to
your greater goals and you can visualize these goals using real life examples. For example, if we
said you wanted to live a comfortable lifestyle in retirement, eat out a couple of times a week
and go on an annual overseas holiday, suddenly a $60,000 per annum income has value for you.
Where do you want to be in five years? How do you want to spend your time? Do you prefer to
work more and spend more, or work less and spend less? These are all important questions that
we will ask to get to know who you are behind the numbers.
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At this point in time, we will also confirm what is more commonly known as the “Scope of
Advice”. This will be based on the conversation we have had with you and the package you select
to lead you to financial success.
Step 3: Prepare the Plan and Present our Recommendations
At this stage, we prepare a Statement of Advice (SoA) for you to review at our next meeting. The
SoA outlines everything we have come to learn about you, as well as your goals and
expectations. It also explains our recommendations and structures how your Master Your Money
Now adviser will put your plan into action. This is an opportunity for you to discuss the strategy
in detail, to make sure you understand it clearly and that you are comfortable proceeding on
your path to financial freedom.
Step 4: Get the Ball Rolling
We want you to achieve what’s important to you. So, with your permission, we begin to shape
your financial future in real time. It’s time for you to sit back and relax!
Step 5: Check-Ins
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We are insightful and experienced and understand that personal and financial circumstances can
change over time. If your circumstances don’t change, then the markets will. If the markets don’t
change, then legislation will! That’s why we check in with you regularly. Our ongoing review
process enables us to track the progress of your strategy every two to twelve months (depending
on the package you have selected) and update or review your plan as required.
Please note that our ongoing service is mandatory for all those seeking advice with Master Your
Money Now. We want to prevent problems before they occur, rather than you come to us only
when you are “financially sick”. In other words we want to be your PT, not your GP. Our ongoing
memberships can be reviewed every twelve months. If this is a concern to you, it may mean we
are not an appropriate fit to work together.
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Choose A Financial Package
We offer five package offerings, depending on the advice and services you are seeking.

Mortgage Only
As qualified mortgage brokers we are able to obtain additional finance or review your
existing mortgage for you to ensure you are getting the best rate on your debt
(and the banks may even pay you to refinance!)
However, this is not our preferred option as we want to provide you with ongoing
holistic support which takes into account your entire financial situation, objectives and
needs. If you elect to proceed with just mortgage only advice we will ask for a small fee.

Silver (Only Available For Clients Under The Age Of 30)
Have you never received financial advice before? Are you just starting out in your
career? Do you want to ensure you start on the right foot?
Highlights of the Silver Package
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Designed for those who have not traditionally been able to access advice in
the past
Get your Plan A and Plan B set up correctly to enable you to live the life
you want to live
Annual catchups with your financial planner to ensure you are following the
steps to reach your goals

Gold (Our Most Popular Package)
Do you want to take your finances to the next level? Do you want to retire early?
Highlights of the Gold Package






Designed for those who want to get serious about the wealth they have
already accumulated, and who want to take it to the next level
In addition to getting your Plan A and Plan B in place, we get your investments sorted so
you can retire earlier and with more, to enable you to live the life you desire
Under the gold package we can also review your cashflow and budgeting which will
enable you to stretch your finances further so you can save for what you want (including
using your super to save for your first home…)
Six monthly catchups with your financial planner to ensure you remain on track
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Platinum
For those who have accumulated considerable wealth and/or are looking for
retirement planning advice.
Highlights of the Platinum Package







Designed for those who have accumulated considerable wealth
(in excess of $300,000) either inside or outside of super or have an
income in excess of $150,000 per annum
For those who are looking to build their wealth, we can consider more
complex tax effective investments
We deal with Centrelink on your behalf (isn't that worth a
Platinum membership by itself)?
Are seeking advice about transitioning to retirement or retirement planning
Invitation to quarterly reviews with your financial planner to ensure
you remain on track

Platinum Plus
Do you want to build a legacy beyond personal wealth? Are you concerned about asset
protection or building multi-generational family wealth? Do you want to join the 1%?
Highlights of the Platinum Package
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Designed for those who are ultra-focused about building wealth on their terms,
and a legacy for their loved ones for causes they care about
Access to advice in relation to establishing and maintaining SMSFs and Trusts
In addition to benefits received in our Silver, Gold and Platinum packages, we
will consider more complex investments and strategies which will enable you to
build your legacy
Catch up with your financial planner every six months
Invitation to reviews every two months
Priority access to your financial advisor
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Financial Packages
Initial Advice*

Minimum Funds Under Management
Discovery Meeting
Meet Online Or At Our Office

Mortgage
Only
9
NA

Silver

Gold

$10K

$10K

























Meet At A Café Near You^

Platinum Platinum
Plus
$300K
$1 Mil

Personalised Statement of Advice











Implementation Of Advice











Mortgage And Credit Advice











Plan A (Super)









Plan B (Personal Insurance)









First Home Saver Scheme







Cashflow Management







Salary Packaging







Retirement Planning





Tax Effective Investing In Personal Name





Centrelink (Including Administration)






Defined Benefit Super Schemes
Trusts
SMSFs
Initial Investment – Single
From Super
From Bank Account
Total Investment
Initial Investment – Couple
From Super
From Bank Account
Total Investment





$550
NA
$550

$990
NA
$990

$1,650
$550
$2,200

$2,400 Min $4,400
$900 Min $2,200
$3,300 Min $6,600

$550
NA
$550

$1,390
NA
$1,390

$2,000
$750
$2,750

$3,000 Min $5,500
$1,400 Min $3,300
$4,400 Min $8,800

*In rare instances we may charge an additional upfront advice fee if we feel additional work is required,
or our packages don’t meet your circumstances. If this is the case, we will disclose this to you prior to
commencing any paperwork.
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Annual Membership
Mortgage
Only
Strategy and Portfolio Review
(With Advice Document)
Portfolio Catchup/Review
(No Advice Document)
Meet Online Or At Our Office

NA



Silver

Gold

Platinum

Platinum
Plus

1

1

2

3

1

2

3













Meet At A Café Near You^
Secure Online Document Storage









Phone and Email Support



















Insurance Claim Support
Centrelink Assistance
Ongoing Investment – Single
From Super
From Bank Account
Total Investment
Ongoing Investment – Couple
From Super
From Bank Account
Total Investment

NA
NA
NA

$66 pm
NA
$66 pm

$125 pm
$40 pm
$165 pm

$270 pm Min $550 pm
$60 pm Min $110 pm
$330 pm Min $660 pm

NA
NA
NA

$99 pm
NA
$99 pm

$148 pm
$50 pm
$198 pm

$316 pm Min $660 pm
$80 pm Min $220 pm
$396 pm Min $880 pm

^ Victorian based clients only, interstate clients can have this service but we may need to charge an additional fee to
cover travel
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How Will I Pay for the Services Provided?
There are various ways that you may pay for the services we provide. Most people
prefer paying for their upfront and ongoing advice fees through their superannuation
account and where practical we are happy to facilitate this. However, there are some
cases where it is not possible for us to do this, usually for one of two reasons:
1. Your existing super provider doesn’t allow financial planners to deduct their
advice fees (and it is determined that it is in your best interest to retain your
existing provider)
2. The advice provided relates to non-superannuation or personal insurances
held outside of superannuation, and by law, we must charge a portion of your
membership costs outside of superannuation
We will discuss this with you to confirm these circumstances prior to proceeding.
Of course, you do have the option of funding your upfront and ongoing benefits
from your bank account or credit card. I would suggest speaking to your
accountant about this, as you may be able to claim a tax deduction for your
ongoing membership to Master Your Money Now.

Our Services
Reviews with Your Financial Planner
The only certainty in life (aside from death and taxes) is change. If your
circumstances don’t change, the world around you will. It is important that you
catch up with your FP on a regular basis to review your Plan A and Plan B to ensure
it is appropriate for your circumstances. If there is a change in the rules, you will know
about it. If there is a better provider out there for you, you will know about it. If there
is a better way of doing things, you will know about it.
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Referral to MYMN Experts
Do you need help with other areas of your finances such as completing your tax returns
or estate planning? We have access to the top accountants, mortgage brokers, lawyers and
financial specialists.

Access to Resources
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We regularly create tools, books, videos and other
11 resources to help people with
their finances. You can either purchase these directly from the website, or you can
access them for free as part of your ongoing membership.

Plan A
Your Plan A is your super. Get it right, and a thriving lifestyle in retirement will await
you. Get it wrong, and you will rely on handouts for the rest of your life.
We collect information on your super (or multiple super accounts) to know exactly
what you are invested in and what fees you are paying. We will then consider
whether there is a better super vehicle to grow your wealth, so you can enjoy more
wealth when you retire. In addition, we also develop a strategy to make additional
contributions to your super so you can either save tax or obtain government benefits.
Please note if you have or are seeking advice regarding a defined benefit or SMSF these
are only covered by our Gold Service (Defined Benefit) or Platinum Service (SMSF).
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Plan B
Your Plan B is your plan if things go wrong. Who is important in your life? How do we
ensure you and your family can build wealth in the event of your passing or if you are unable
to work due to injury or illness? We will discuss what features are important to you and
whether your Plan B should be funded from your super or your personal name (hint:
often it is both). We will get quotes from ALL approved Plan B providers (i.e., not
the cheap online providers) to ensure you are getting the best deal possible. Finally,
we will then assist you with the application process and getting your Plan B into force.

Get Set for Retirement

Do you prefer to spend your golden years trying13
to figure out the best way to
maximise your money or to spend it? You have worked too hard for too long to
worry about your finances. Let us do the work and examine strategies to
increase your returns, reduce your taxes and facilitate a “super salary” to be paid
into your bank account.

Skip Centrelink
How would you like to never deal with Centrelink again? We are able to manage
your Centrelink application and amendments on your behalf, so you don’t have to
wait in a Centrelink queue or suffer on hold for an hour on the phone.

Retire Early
Do you like the idea of working until age 65? No? Let’s look at options to invest in
your personal name so you can retire early. Alternatively, we can look to invest in
what you really want, such as a house deposit, your dream holiday or your
children’s education. Our Gold members receive advice on investments outside of
super so they can grow wealth even further! What could you do with more wealth?

Trust Your Trust
A trust can be a smart structure you can use to build your wealth for yourself and
your assets. It is an efficient vehicle that transfers and protects your investments as
it reduces your tax. However, if your trust is not structured correctly, it can cost you
a fortune.
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Other Information
Do you Receive Commissions?
It shouldn’t surprise you that our number one business goal is keeping our advice
13
14
affordable. At our core we want to provide services
to people to help them live their
best lives. So, we do receive commissions when we recommend certain life insurance
or mortgage products. Receiving commissions means we can lower the prices on our
services to make them more affordable for you. These commissions will be disclosed
in your Statement of Advice.
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We stress that all of our recommendations are based on keeping your best interests in
mind, regardless of how we are compensated. If you feel uncomfortable about this,
please speak to your financial planner for further information.

How We Protect Your Information
We are talking about your finances. Naturally, the information you provide is quite
sensitive. Therefore, anything you disclose to us will remain with Master Your Money
Now. Your information will not be sold to any telemarketers or any other company
seeking to benefit from it. We will hold and use your personal information so that
we can continue to provide our services to you.
We will need to pass on information to various providers in order to implement our
recommendations, such as your accountant, super provider or insurance provider.
We will not do this unless we have confirmation from you to do so.
Secondly, we are required by law to collect and sometimes pass on information to
regulators to meet our obligations under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing Act.
We are committed to protecting your privacy. We have a Privacy Policy which sets
out how we collect, hold, use and disclose your personal information. It also sets
out how you can access the information we hold about you, how to have it
corrected and how to complain if you are not satisfied with how we have handled
your personal information. Our full Privacy Policy is available on our website.
Chris Carlin is an Authorised Representative (No. 1235031 for financial services and No. 514748 for credit) and
Master Your Money Now Pty Ltd ABN 65 627 229 681 is a Corporate Authorised Representative (No. 1265677 for
financial services and No. 514747 for credit) of Infocus Securities Australia Pty Ltd ABN 47 097 797 049 AFSL and
Australian Credit Licence No. 236523
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